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CHRISTMAS WREATH CARD - CAC2
CHALLENGE
Design by: JillyBearDesigns (3 Projects)
About me: I am a teacher and m other of 3. I
started out scrapbook ing m any years ago and
recently switched over to greeting cards and
party invitations and decor. I love m y Cricut!

Project skill level: moderate
Project time: 30 minutes to 1 hour
Project tags: Christmas Winter Classic

Holiday Holiday Cards Seasonal Cards Cards
It w as a blast playing w ith the new images from Create a
Critter 2. This little cardinal is perched on a w reath shaped
card. She is ready to spread holiday cheer.

CRICUT ®: WHAT WAS USED
Cricut Expression®
Machine with Plantin
SchoolBook and Accent
Essentials®

Create a Critter
Cartridge

OTHER MATERIALS NEEDED
buttons

card stock

ribbon

twine

adhesvie tape

sentiment stamp

ink

STEP 1
All pieces are from Create a Critter 2 cartridge.
Cut 2 Wreath shadows in ivory at 5" width. Cut 1 each of the other three layers at a height 4.75". The bird was cut at a 2.5" height. Keep the
dark green leaf cutouts for later use. Ink all edges lightly.

STEP 2
Layer your 3 wreaths together and glue.

STEP 3
Assemble your bird. I tucked a little piece of yellow under the beak cutout so his beak was yellow, but his other features were black and
red.

STEP 4
Gather dark green leaf cut outs. Fold them in half lengthwise and attach at various place on the wreath at shown. I used small cut pieces of
adhesive tape. Run ivory twin through the button holes and knot at the back. Use adhesive dots to attach buttons near the leaves.

STEP 5
Stamp sentiment and cut out as show. Attach bird, bow and sentiment to the card to finish assembly.

AWARDS

RELATED PROJECTS
Christmas
Ornament Card
View details
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Word Collage
Boards
View details

Reindeer Pillow
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